Verbal Submission on Fulton Hogan Limiteds Quarry near Templeton.
My name is David Gibb. | am retired and havelived in Templeton since 2010
Time/Date” 1.30 pm Tuesday 3rd December 2019
| wish to opposeall resource consent applications from. Fulton Hogan for the
proposed

Roydon quarry near Templeton. | am an affected resident livingPepe NE from
the

proposed quarry site.
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My reasons for opposing the quarry are:
1:- Dust
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| do not believe F-H can or will control dust from this excavation 100% and
it will impact
on everybody who lives nearby. The effects of dust particulates PM100,
PM10 and
especially PM2.5 on health and wellbeing, are well documented but also nuisance
effects

such as dust getting into houses and properties, the effects on playing fields
is of major
concern.

2 :- Traffic
F-H have reconsidered the number of truck movements required but they
arestill asking
for 1200 truck movements per day. These trucks with trailers are 20 metres
or more long
and are supposed to be directed from the quarry to travel East along Jones
Road to

Dawsons Road then overthe railway line to SH1 at a roundabout. | would say that
when

SH1 is busy trucks will stack up in Dawsons AND Jones Road and that
drivers who are
still in Jones Roadwill elect to continue on that Road through to Waterloo
Road. If a train
arrives at that time it will be even more certain that drivers will remain
on Jones Road

through Templeton.

As an example of the mentality of the truck drivers, Kirk Road was recently completely
closed from Bailey Street to past Maddison's Road. Large signs were
erected at the
Waterloo Rd/Jones Roadintersection stating that Kirk Road was closed and
there was no
access to Maddison's Road. As soon asthe road was closed Heavy trucks
immediately
began speeding down Roydon Drive trying to find a shortcut past the closurein
spite of
all the detours that were marked, if you look a any mapofthe area you will
see that going
from Kirk Rd to Roydon Drive is the longest possible way to get through
the Village. |
watched for 30 minutes and in that time 9 heavy trucks including a couple
from F-H came

past our home.

This continued for about 48 hours until the signage wasrevised.

Road has
Also since the iPort was opened the volume of heavy trucks on Jones
Road or the
increased many times with drivers taking the shortest route to Pound

chance of
Waterloo industrial area. This has already happened and | don’t see much
change even when the motorway if opened.

3 :- Noise and Vibration

low levels of
Noise and Vibration, People need to be able to sleep at night and even
when present
background noise and vibration can disturb sleep and compromise health

for long periods.

of noise
Also empty shingle trucks travelling along Kirk road make an incredible amount
and the full ones make the ground shake.
4 :- Water
the water table
Water, Fulton Hogan are asking to extract aggregate downto just above
levels by up
however the Central Plains Irrigation Scheme is mooted to raise groundwater
What do Fulton
to 6.5 metres from their modelling but possibly as much as 10 metres.

Hogan propose to do when/if that happens?
5 :- Environmental effects
backfill. That
Fulton Horgan are proposing to merely cover the open pit with a thin layer of

need to
sounds very nice but it leaves a 170 Ha hole right where Christchurch City will

Sea Level rise
expand to in the future. Given the possible effects of Global Warming and

level
people will be forced to retreat from the lower parts of the City. 40 metres abovesea

would be a good placeto stop.
6 :- Light pollution
lighting plan
| still want to be able to watch for Aurora from my backyard, the proposed
MAYallow this but | very much doubtit.

was reminded
| was present when Sophie Melnnes gave her presentation yesterday and

about this
about the so called Quarry Community Liaison Committee. | had heard

No one from this
previously but when| tried to find out more aboutit | could find nothing.
g else to me. |
committee has ever communicated in any way about the quarry or anythin

would have
have no idea who is even onit. Even a note in the Community Newsletter
matter have also
been a start. In fact Fulton Hogans own communications about this

been sadly lacking. | have travelled down to their so called “Drop in Centre” four times,
each time the gate was shut and locked! There wasalso apparently a marqueeerectedin

a Templeton Park to disseminate information about the quarry but when | heard aboutthis

and sought it out the marquee was being dismantled. No information or invitation was
ever issued to me to attend this. | believe F-H were also invited several times to attend a

community meeting to put their case but declined to do so. So much for their
“engagement with the Community”.

